Transmitter Fitment – Porsche Club Special Units (Grey Box)

1

Select Grey Box base (ie the half with the antenna connection).

2

Insert Transmitter Unit into Grey Box base with the top of the Transmitter Unit (ie the the
top is market “TOP”) facing up.

3

Make sure that the Antenna Connection is not touching any metal from the vehicle or the
metal holder.

4

If your Grey Box has a Round sticker next to the Antenna Connection ensure that your
antenna cable is a long cable (ie approx 2.5 metres) as the unit is tuned to the longer cable.
The longer cable is for special fitments where the distance from incar fitment to remote
antenna is further away.

5

There are no specific directional requirements for the Grey Box itself only the Dorian within
the Grey Box.

Transmitter Fitment –Standard Units

1

The top of Transmitter Unit (ie the the top is market “TOP”) should be facing up (ie away
from the road surface).

Transmitter Fitment –Standard Units

1

If fitment is above a hole in the metalworkof the car then the hole should be located under
the side of the Transmitter Unit that has the 4 Gold Tabs. This is required as the actual
antenna is located in this half of the Transmitter Unit. This will maximise the ability of the
radio waves to spread out and get the best reading by the in-track reception loops.

2

If you are fibreglassing the hole up then it should be cut approximately 130mm by 40mm (ie
5mm longer at each end and 5 mm wider than half the width of the unit). If you are leaving
the hole open, then cut the hole as close to the above dimensions so that the Transmitter Unit
will not fall through. Remember the smaller the hole the lesser the amount of radio waves
that will get through and the more likely that we will not pick up all crossings.

Transmitter Fitment – Remote Antenna
1

The remote antenna is best fitted either


Flat under the front pan of the car or the rear of the car; or



On an angle on the front pan or rear of the car;

DO NOT fit straight down on the number as this will reduce the ability to pick up signals.
2

The antenna should be fitted longitudinally (ie in the same direction as shown in the above
diagrams and not across the vehicle).

3

The antenna should not be attached to the vehicle with anything metal (ie use a plastic clip)
as this interferes with the reception.

